Business On Wheel
Moving Brands

Business On Wheel was established in the year 2011 and counted amongst the fastest growing Service provider
firms renowned for its Advertising Service. To surpass the ever changing needs and expectations of market trends,
we render a myriad of advertising solutions, which includes Auto Rickshaw Advertisement, Bus Ad.
Bus Shelter Advertisement, Van Promotion, Radio Advertisement, Airport Advertisement, Look Walker, Wall Painting
Advertisement and Sign Board advertisement.

Business On wheel™ brings to you the new and better approach to marketing.
We create memorable, eye-catching advertising that gets people’s attention where they work, where they live…and
where they drive.
Best of all, our advertising delivers your message via a high-impact, low-cost, social medium that brings immediate
and measurable results.
Business On Wheel™ is one point solution for all Marketing and Advertising services and has been in business from
the past 5 years.
We pride our self as one of the leaders in the Indoor & Outdoor Advertisement.
We specialized in providing high impact visual advertising via print & outdoor media resulting in great
Brand Awareness & Products Promotion.
We have excellent track record for the best customer satisfaction. We have never compromised on the quality and
the services provided to the customer.
Based in Pune with full fledged office consisting of Business Development, Client servicing, Operation, Production
team and Creative team of professionals,
we have the resources and experience to do the “Effective Advertising” while you reap the benefits of a
Masterful Execution.

Moving Brands

Auto Rickshaw Advertisement
Autorickshaw - No Longer Just A Transport Option.
Advertisement on Auto can be eﬀective and inexpensive way to bring your brands or products to
the customers. Its takes your ad into every corner of the city and promote it well.
Advertisement on auto is cost eﬀective and impactful medium that delivered fantastic results. It's a
form of advertising that will never become outdated making it a great investment.

Advantages of Auto's advertisements
·High Reach
·Frequent
·Captive
·Inexpensive

Bus Advertisement
Bus : Bus Panel advertising buses and their related infrastructure is a medium
commonly used by advertisers to reach the public with their message. Usually,
this takes the form of promoting commercial brands, but can also be used for
public campaign messages. Buses may also be used as part of a political or
promotional campaign, or as a tool in a commercial enterprise.
We provide this advertising services for PMC, PCMC & MSRTC bus panels.

Promotional Mobile Van & Road Shows
Mobile Van : Mobile Van Advertising is one of the eﬀective ways of reaching mass
audience quickly.
This allows advertisers the ﬂexibility to be seen in a variety of locations as well as
the option to display diﬀerent messages - achieving greater market reach and a
tactical presence.
Maximum visibility and impact is realized through their dominant size and the
ability to customize the layout.
We are Leading service provider of Mobile Van .

Bus Shelter Advertisement

Bus Shelter advertising has been proven to achieve the highest perceived exposure in
comparison to other Out-Of-Home formats.. Research has shown that bus shelter
advertising establishes brand awareness and generates quick recall with high exposure
near Point-Of-Sales. Bus shelter advertising is everywhere, and this provides a continuous,
effective advertising presence. No other advertising medium reaches the masses like
bus shelters do.

Mobile Hoarding Advertisement
Mobile Van : Mobile Van Advertising is one of the eﬀective ways of reaching mass audience quickly.
This allows advertisers the ﬂexibility to be seen in a variety of locations as well as the option to display
diﬀerent messages - achieving greater market reach and a tactical presence.
Maximum visibility and impact is realized through their dominant size and the ability to customize the layout.
We are Leading service provider of Mobile Van .

Wall Painting Advertisement
Wall Painting : Mural-like painting advertisements on exterior walls are one of the cheapest and Most eﬀective methods
of advertising in rural India, especially in areas which do not have billboards. Usually, wall painting comprises of paintings
in the interiors of cities, villages, next to railway stations, bus stops, in and around shops and the market areas.
Wall painting is also used for “guerilla marketing tactics” where companies which have low or no market share of their
product use wall painting to generate brand awareness in the particular area. Thus, wall painting serves as cheapest and
most eﬀective medium to reach villages and mass audience.

Airport Advertising
We are among the leading organization of the industry,
actively involved in presenting a beautiful collection of
Airport Trolley Advertising for our valuable customers.
Oﬀered assortments of these services is very innovative
way to connect brand with customer. Oﬀered services are
highly demanded among the clients for their timely
completion and budget friendly prices.

Cinema : Cinema advertising is becoming a more essential, strategic
part of the media plan for companies of all sizes.
We are involved in providing our customers a range of On-Screen
Advertisement during the intermission between the movie for various brands.
Petrol Pump : Petrol/Fuel Pump Advertising is an emerging branding
option in the media space. Every day, countless automobiles visit fuel stations.
This high foot-fall has made Petrol Pump Advertising a key branding space
for a bevy of advertisers and brands.

Cinema On screen Advertising

NO PARKING BOARD

NO Parking : NO Parking Board advertising is one the eﬀective advertising medium to reach target masses.
NO PARKING Board is an advertisement done on the society gate acts as a welcome agent for any society and greets every
resident and non resident of the locality.Business On Wheel Advertising is one of the leading manufacturer of TIN No Parking
Boards in India. Please contact us for No Parking Sign Board in Metal TIN sheet in India.

Radio Advertisement
Radio Ad : radio ads are a powerful and eﬀective tool for your business. Furthermore, broadcast radio advertising often
oﬀers the advantage of being localized and inexpensive in comparison with other mediums such as television.[44] Thus,
radio advertising can be an eﬀective, low-cost medium through which a business can reach their target consumer.

Balloon Advertisement
Balloon : Sky Balloon & inﬂatable balloons are used for grand opening, Trade Show, Marketing or any events that required
high visibility for immediate attention.Giant Advertiising Balloon are eco friendly & very eﬀective way of advertising.
Our oﬀered products are comes in numerous colors, sizes & other customized options as per the needs of the customers.
Features:Tear resistanceLong lastingAesthetic design
Speciﬁcations:
Round / Oval Shape Advertising Sky BalloonSize : 10 ft , 12 ft & 15 ft

In Shop Advertisement
INSHOP : We are the leading service provider of In shop branding. These brandings are done with utmost excellence and
innovation and provides a really good-looking look. Our professionals design these advertisements keeping in mind designs,
colors and shapes and sizes and can customize these services as per the desires of the clients. Our services are economical
and are really proﬁtable for the success of a business.

Look walkers
Look Walker : This lookwalkers (Lookwalker, Ad walker, Human banner, Walking billboard) is a Mobile Advertising format.
It is a kind of Walking billboard. In this kind of advertisement, person carries a Lookwalker billboard on his back and then
moves in the market. Also, this billboard glows using a battery. This leaves an everlasting impression on the customers.
This kind of innovative advertisement has the HIGHEST RECALL RATE OF THE BRAND and that's what the real purpose
of advertisement and innovation is. This being an innovative marketing solution aids in attracting and engaging target audiences..

LED Mobile Van
LED Mobile Van : Led Mobile Van advertising as an advertising channel has many appealing elements and what stands
out from our is that this is understood and appreciated by marketers, with immediacy, cost eﬀectiveness , increased
engagement and reach ﬂagged as top priority beneﬁts by respondents. Mobile van undoubtedly oﬀers huge reach for
advertising. Now Play your advertise on Big led screen with Business On Wheel.
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